Abstract

Decisions made by headmaster are crucial for development of the school, specially if we talk about art and design school with longest tradition of art education in the country.

School system has its own rules which are on one side dictated by authorities responsible for education and on the other side school also has its autonomy with limited human sources that has to be used rationally, so the school develops in the right direction with right speed. Decisions about what, when and who are in the domain of headmaster and so is responsibility of going forward or backward in progress. No matter if school has some sort of autonomy, with wrong decisions and because of boundaries that school system has we can easily become just another school on the government list.

In this short presentation I would like to present some decisions which are also connected with science and cultural diversity. Just because of that we proudly wrote down our anniversary slogan in 2016: STANDING OUT FOR 70 YEARS.
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